Introduction

This IBM® Redpaper™ publication has various objectives. It uses a fictional capture processing scenario to identify the differences between IBM FileNet® Capture and IBM Datacap. Using native capabilities, you see how each product processes the same form. Additionally, the paper reviews high-level attributes of an advanced capture solution and how they meet the scenario requirements. At the conclusion of this paper, you will have an understanding of how each product meets both the scenario requirements and supports the attributes of an advanced capture solution.

The intent of this paper: This paper is not an application development guide. There are no tools to convert from one product to another. This paper explores only the native capabilities of the two products.

Content capture processing scenario

This paper references a single processing scenario (scenario). A fictitious financial institution, Bank B, is streamlining their capture processes. They are a global financial services company, with multiple headquarters, operation centers, satellite offices, and retail locations worldwide. Multiple offices are responsible for ensuring bank statements are processed and committed to the corporate IBM FileNet P8 Content Repository. Implementing process efficiencies means the bank must acquire and process bank statements by using a solution with the following capabilities:

- Ability to scan paper and index by using a web interface
- Ability to scan paper and index by using a desktop interface
- Ability to scan paper and index by using multifunctional devices
- Ability to acquire emailed forms
- Ability to acquire faxed forms
- Ability to acquire forms in an electronic format
- Automatically find and capture form data in varying locations
- Validate captured form data
- Route problematic forms to subject matter experts (SMEs) for resolution
- Manage all batches in the capture system throughout their lifecycle
- Provide access to real-time batch and user processing metrics
- Commit form and form data to any number of content repositories
Figure 1 shows a sample bank statement.

Both FileNet Capture and Datacap possess capture processing abilities.

**IBM FileNet Capture Professional configuration**

When creating a FileNet Capture application, you primarily focus on configuring the following four areas:

- **Capture path**
- **Settings collection**
- **Template**
- **Index user interface**
Capture path overview

A capture path identifies components and the order they are run. Components perform actions, such as scanning, image verification, assembling, indexing, and committing. FileNet Capture runs the capture path that passes a batch of work from component to component.

A capture path for processing the scenario looks similar to Figure 2.

![Capture path](image)

**Figure 2  Capture path**

**Requirement:** One requirement that the bank must achieve is to find and capture form data in varying locations. The capture path in Figure 2 does not contain an Optical Character Recognition (OCR) component. FileNet Capture supports Zonal and Full-text OCR. Neither method enables the bank to meet the scenario requirement: *Automatically find and capture form data in varying locations.*

Characteristics of a capture path

A sampling of capture path characteristics follows:

- Components must be installed on any workstation on which they run.
- Capture paths are stored in a repository.
- Capture paths are created by dragging different components onto a canvas.
- Components in a capture path are selected from a controlled list.
- Batches travel in a linear fashion unless an exception occurs.
- Components can be run in either ad hoc or automated mode.
- Component behavior that is needed beyond what is provided must be written.
Settings collection overview and configuration

A settings collection is a collection of properties. Figure 3 through Figure 8 on page 8 shows the properties of each component within the capture path, starting with File Import.

The File Import component (Figure 3 to Figure 5 on page 7) imports files into a batch for processing, satisfying the scenario requirement: Ability to acquire forms in an electronic format.

![Figure 3  File Import Properties - Files](image)

Figure 4 shows the File Import Properties - Automation dialog box.

![Figure 4  File Import Properties - Automation](image)
Figure 5 shows the File Import Properties for Conversion dialog box.

Assembly, the next capture path component, sorts, orders, and groups individual pages into documents (Figure 6).
Following assembly, the index component is responsible for applying property values to a document for retrieval after it is committed to a repository (Figure 7).

![Index Control - Field properties](image)

**Figure 7  Index Control - Field properties**

The final component is Commit. It defines how documents are added to a server or content repository (Figure 8). Commit works with IBM Image Services (IS), IBM Content Services (CS), and IBM Content Engine repositories (FileNet P8). This partially fulfills scenario requirement: *Commit form and form data to any number of content repositories*.

![Commit - Content Engine properties](image)

**Figure 8  Commit - Content Engine properties**
Characteristics of a settings collection

A sampling of settings collection characteristics follows:

- A unique settings collection is created for each document class.
- A single settings collection is required for each variation of settings.
- This information is stored in an IBM Image Services, IBM Content Services, or IBM Content Engine content repository.
- Each setting consists of a fixed list of properties.

Template overview and configuration

To begin processing a batch of work an operator, select a template.

A template is a combination of one or more settings collections and, optionally, a capture path. For automated document capture, they provide a way of specifying the capture path and settings collection an operator uses to process work. For ad hoc document capture, an operator specifies only the settings collection.

Figure 9 shows the FileNet Capture template creation wizard.

![Figure 9 Template creation wizard](image)

Characteristics of a template

A sampling of template characteristics follows:

- An operator selects one from a controlled list to start processing a batch.
- You define a relationship between a settings collection and capture path (optional).
Indexing user interface overview

When a batch of work has reached the index component, prior components have populated and validated auto-populated index values.

The index task requires user involvement. An interface opens for addressing and resolving different exception scenarios or allow for manual indexing by an operator. Exceptions might include index validation failure, an index value missing, or visual verification of an index value is required. These conditions require an interface similar to Figure 10.

![Indexing interface](image)

**Figure 10  Indexing interface**

Batch processing: When processing batches for this scenario, all batches of work stop for an operator to perform manual indexing. This situation occurs because FileNet Capture cannot meet the data capture requirement. The operator must search the page and manually enter the value for each index value.

**Characteristics of the indexing interface**

A sampling of indexing characteristics follows:

- Displays indexes that are associated with the selected settings collection.
- Enforces index validation rules that are defined in the index component properties.
- Index values can be manually entered or automatically populated.
FileNet Capture processing scenario capability summary

Table 1 lists the scenario requirements and the ability of FileNet Capture to meet them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Partial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ability to scan paper and index by using a web interface</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to scan paper and index by using a desktop interface</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to scan paper and index by using multifunctional devices</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to acquire emailed forms</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to acquire faxed forms</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to acquire forms in electronic format</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatically capture form data that is in varying locations</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validate captured form data</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route problematic forms to SMEs for resolution</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage all batches in the capture system throughout their lifecycle</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide access to real-time batch and user processing metrics</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commit form and form data to any number of content repositories</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IBM Datacap configuration overview

This section outlines how Datacap is configured to meet the scenario requirements. To create a Datacap application, you focus primarily on four areas:

- Task profile
- Workflow
- Processing logic (application)
- Index user interface

Unlike FileNet Capture, when you create a Datacap application, a pre-built template based on preferred practices is applied. With this approach, you start creating your application on a solid foundation.

Task profile overview and configuration

The building blocks of a Datacap application are the creation of task profiles. A task profile contains a collection of rulesets. Each ruleset defines one or more rules that might run against documents, pages, fields, or an entire batch. A rule can contain one or more actions, which perform a specific operation, such as form identification, optical character recognition (OCR), and export.
The first activity that the application performs is to ingest bank statements for processing. Figure 11 shows the ruleset configuration for the ingestion of bank statements. This configuration satisfies scenario requirement: *Ability to acquire forms in an electronic format.*

**Building rulesets:** Datacap provides multiple ways to build rulesets. Figure 11 is the pre-compiled Import Files ruleset. As with all pre-compiled rulesets, many options exist. If a configuration option does not exist, you can add this function by using native actions or write your own option.

When a batch of work is ingested, Page Identification determines the type of page being processed. Multiple automated methods are available, including fingerprinting, structure-based identification, text matching, and manual page identification.
Figure 12 show the setting of the image identify ruleset.

![Identify Page ruleset - image analysis](image-url)
Figure 13 shows the Bank Statements page properties ruleset.

The Locate ruleset finds data on the page regardless of its location (Figure 14). This approach enables the bank to meet the requirement: *Automatically find and capture form data in varying locations*. Data is acquired by performing recognition on a page. There are several techniques that you can then use to find data, including keyword or pattern matching.
The bank wants to validate any data that is extracted from the form. Data validation determines whether captured data conforms to specified business rules, such as length constraints or format expectations, fulfilling the requirement: *Validate captured form data*. Figure 15 shows the Datacap Validate Fields ruleset configuration interface.

![Figure 15  Validate Fields ruleset](image-url)
To extract data (that fails validation) or to perform manual indexing, an operator uses an index user interface. When IBM Content Navigator is used as the index interface, you can customize its look, feel, and behavior through an intuitive interface (Figure 16). Datacap also provides a desktop index interface.

These interfaces support the following scenario requirements for both scanning and indexing:

- Ability to scan paper and index by using a web interface
- Ability to scan paper and index by using a desktop interface
The final task is to export the content and documents. Datacap can export data to various receivers, such as a text file, an XML file, a database, and a content management system. The bank can fulfill the requirement *Commit form and form data to any number of content repositories* because of the flexibility of the export options. Figure 17 shows the Datacap export ruleset window.

![Figure 17 Export to FileNet Content Manager ruleset](image)

**Characteristics of a task profile**

A sampling of task profile characteristics follows:

- There is no limit to the number of rulesets that can be included in a task profile.
- There is no custom coding is required to modify a rule when you use native actions.
- It provides the ability to write custom actions that can be reused.
- It provides a way to group rulesets.
Workflow overview and configuration

Figure 18 displays a workflow to process bank statements. The workflow is created by dragging rulesets onto task profiles. Through routing logic rules, a batch of work can move to any part of a workflow at any point during the capture process. This ability fulfills the scenario requirement *Route problematic forms to SMEs for resolution.*

![Figure 18 FastDoc workflow creation interface](image)

Characteristics of a workflow

A sampling of workflow characteristics follows:

- You create a workflow definition by dragging rulesets.
- Multiple workflows are automatically created based on preferred practices.
- Batches are processed in a non-linear fashion.
- There is no limit to the number of rules that can be configured for each task.

Application overview and configuration

The Datacap activities that have been described to this point exist in a Datacap application. Applications are designed to ingest, process, and verify the data in your documents. An application is the container that encompasses the logic to perform these types of activities. Additionally, it contains the definitions of the documents it is built to process and how Datacap processes each element within the document.

An application can be created and configured by using multiple interfaces, including both browser- and desktop-based. One desktop interface is FastDoc. With FastDoc, you can build an application and set up a document hierarchy by using an intuitive and straightforward application development interface.
Figure 19 shows the FastDoc interfaces that are used to configure the application to process bank statements for our scenario.

For an overview of a Datacap application workflow, see “Workflow overview and configuration” on page 18.

Figure 20 shows the FastDoc configuration interface for documents, pages, and fields.
Figure 21 shows the FastDoc interface that is used to define the document structure and how each element is processed.

With FastDoc, you can process batches for testing while creating an application. A batch can be manually or automatically processed through the capture workflow.

**Characteristics of an application**

A sampling of application characteristics follows:
- There is a container encompassing the processing logic.
- You can reuse rules across Datacap applications.
- Testing and debugging works within the application configuration environment.
- Defining types of documents the application processes.
- Defining page types that are associated with each document type.
- Defining rules that determine whether the captured data is valid.
- Determining how to route documents that have problems to resolve.
- Deciding how to export or release the data at the end of the capture process.

**Index overview and configuration**

Indexing is a task requiring user involvement. An interface is displayed for addressing and resolving different exception scenarios or allow for manual indexing by an operator. Datacap offers both desktop and web indexing interfaces to handle these conditions.
The IBM Content Navigator browser provides a drag index creation window interface, as shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22  IBM Content Navigator Datacap index creation window
Additionally, the Datacap Desktop is a desktop application that can be used to perform indexing. Figure 23 shows a Datacap Desktop indexing interface.

![Datacap Desktop indexing interface](image)

**Figure 23  Datacap Desktop indexing interface**

### Characteristics of an index interface

A sampling of indexing characteristics follows:

- Real-time data validation
- Real-time database lookup abilities
- Multiple pre-created index interfaces
- Browser-based index creation window
- Support for manual indexing

### Datacap processing scenario capability summary

Table 2 lists the scenario requirements and the ability of Datacap to meet them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Partial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ability to scan paper and index by using a web interface</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to scan paper and index by using a desktop interface</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to scan paper and index by using multifunctional devices</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to acquire emailed forms</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to acquire faxed forms</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to acquire forms in electronic format</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Characteristics of an advanced capture solution

As technology advances and methods to receive content grow, so do the requirements for businesses to adapt to these changes. To accommodate these changes, businesses must have an advanced capture solution. This section outlines the high-level concepts that an advanced capture system offers.

An advanced capture solution provides you with the tools and flexibility to ensure that the following goals are met:

- Monitor and ingest from multiple content sources
- Provides multiple advanced techniques to identify forms
- Automatically detects and resolves common processing issues
- Intelligently locates content regardless of its location within a form
- Validates manually and automatically captured values against external systems
- Provides multiple, flexible scan and indexing interfaces
- Exports captured content to both IBM and non-IBM systems
- Provides immediate access to capture processing metrics

Capture process note: At any point in the capture process, throughput and efficiency decrease when a person becomes involved. Therefore, the only time a person should become involved is when there is no other option.

Multi-channel input

Before any capture process begins, content must be ingested into the system. As technology advances, so do the various content input channels. Today, a capture solution must integrate with many different channels to ensure processing efficiency and to meet customer requirements. This can be both standard and custom content sources:

- Email servers
- Multifunction devices (MFDs)
- File shares
- Content repositories
Form identification

After content is ingested, regardless of the source, it is identified. An advanced capture solution must use any number of techniques to perform this critical step:

- Detection of keywords or phrases
- Identification of logos
- Identification based on the location of a page within a batch
- Amount of content on a page
- Analyze page content

Data extraction

When a page is identified, a system must be able to read the content from the page. The most basic form of extraction, which requires content to always be in the same location, is often referred to as zonal OCR. In this case, a zone is drawn around the value on a form during the setup and configuration stage. Although this works in some cases, more forms have content in different locations. A capture system’s inability to find content, regardless of its location, results in all batches having to be manually indexed. To eliminate this problem, advanced extraction techniques are critical. These techniques include the following functions:

- Find data by using advanced search techniques, such as regular expressions and keywords
- Detect anchor words and capture surrounding words (for example, above and below)
- Detect and read any number of line items

Data validation

Data validation is a crucial step in ensuring that any automatically extracted or manually keyed values are valid. Capturing and populating invalid data in downstream systems can result in bad decisions being made or misfiled content. To ensure that action does not occur, an advanced capture system must provide the ability to create robust and flexible validation rules. Key concepts surrounding data validation must include the following items:

- The ability to use an external system during the validation process
- The ability to create flexible and reusable validation rules

User interfacing

The quality of form identification, data extraction, and data validation is highly dependent on the quality of the image being processed. When the capture system cannot identify, extract, or validate parts of the document, a user interface is necessary to present cleanly and efficiently the exception to a user for resolution. A user interface must adopt to accommodate the following characteristics:

- Allow arrangement of the index fields in a logical manner
- Provide real-time validation feedback
- Extract data from certain forms without using a keyboard
Content export

Key to a capture process is flexibility in methods for placing both extracted content and documents in one or many locations. Extracted content and documents should be able to be treated as a unit or individually. An example is to commit content into a database and the document into a content repository. Additionally, the ability to commit captured content to multiple locations is key when operating within an environment of different systems.

Real-time reporting

For many capture processes, it is critical that they complete in an expedited period. Often, the content being captured is what is used to both make business decisions and drive operations. Many processes are also tied to a revenue stream. The ability to determine the state of a document, audit who processed it, and gain insight into both efficient and inefficient processes ensure that service level agreements (SLAs) are met.

In addition to having access to this content, the manner and speed in which you can access it is important. The most flexible and accessible interface is through a browser. A browser interface ensures access from a smartphone, notebook, desktop, and other mobile devices. Rapid and flexible access to capture processing metrics is essential.

Summary

Capture technologies continue to change, which forces businesses to be flexible. The processing scenario overview in this paper shows that both FileNet Capture and Datacap can process the sample bank statements. This paper also shows that Datacap offers a more adaptable, automated, and efficient solution. This situation can be attributed to the fact that Datacap is an advanced capture solution.

Table 3 shows a side-by-side comparison matrix of the abilities of Datacap and FileNet Capture to meet scenario requirements, and their advanced capture processing abilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Datacap</th>
<th>FileNet Capture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ability to scan paper and by using a web interface</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to scan paper and by using a desktop interface</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to scan paper and by using multifunctional devices</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to acquire emailed forms</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to acquire faxed forms</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to acquire forms in electronic format</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatically find and capture form data in varying locations</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validate captured form data</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route problematic forms to SMEs for resolution</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage all batches in the capture system throughout their lifecycle</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This paper reviewed the multiple objectives that are centered around the IBM FileNet Capture and IBM Datacap products and reviewed the capabilities of an advanced capture solution. The paper has hopefully provided insight into both of these products and their capabilities.
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